MARSHALL ACADEMY, Marshall, Michigan

About the Marshall, Michigan Academy

Marshall, Michigan is a historic community south of Lansing. It’s town center is filled with gracious mansions from the late 1800s and tourism is key to the city’s economic well-being. The Marshall Academy is an alternative school which serves a diverse population of elementary students.

Their Need

Marshall Academy was very successful. They opened in a new school of their design, but quickly learned that their success had outstripped the capacity of that building. They needed additional space for nearly a hundred students but could not wait for conventional construction to be finished.

Our Solution

Whitley delivered to the academy a five classroom facility over summer recess. Quick availability of the Whitley classrooms allowed the school to quickly grow without the prolonged delay that site built construction would have required. The Whitley temporary addition included restrooms and other space to satisfy the needs of the alternative school. Marshall had expected to use the building for a short 24-months, but were so satisfied with the building that they chose to lease the building an extra year.